
Optimizing eight hours work day

The Bureau of Labor Statistics has revealed that an average American works around 8.8 hours per
day. It doesn’t seem to be reasonable to equate efficiency with the number of hours we work. What
we could obviously consider is how can we efficiently invest maximum energy to the number of
hours worked. In order to perfectly optimize the eight hours available to us, it would be beneficial to
understand the history behind eight hours work days in the first place.

During the industrial revolution, companies were attempting to exploit workers by deriving
maximum output at a very low wage. Factories were run 24/7, and working 10 to 16 hours every day
was the norm until a British man named Robert Owen took the courage to step in and break this
pattern. In 1817, he was the first one to start a campaign for people to work no more than eight hours
per day. He coined the phrase, "Eight hours labour, eight hours recreation, eight hours rest," and set
the stage for a work-life balance attitude. It wasn’t until much later that Henry Ford, founder of Ford
Motor Company, carried this attitude forward and actually established the change. Ford not only
adopted the eight hours work per day policy, but also doubled his worker's pay in the process. Soon,
Ford's profit margin escalated, and it startled many people from the industry. This paved the way for
many companies to evolve to the new eight hours work day standard and follow Ford’s lead,
boosting employees’ productivity and positively affecting economy. Therefore, today, we happen to
work eight hours per day.

The famous author Tony Schwartz says, "Manage your energy, not your time." He explains that we
as humans must manage four different sources of energy, namely physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual to realize our full potential. We are distinct from machines and therefore, personal growth
matters to us as much as professional growth. Success in terms of fame and money doesn’t hold
much value if we feel low in spirits and are mostly depressed. Similarly, pushing ourselves against
the limit takes a toll on our health. It is an inevitable fact that the focus of our minds on any given
task is limited to 90-120 minutes, after which we require a 20-30 minute break to refuel our energy
and perform better for the next task.

Focus is one of the most crucial things to understand our workflow. Justin Gardner, in his research
project, finds that focus is a two-step process. Firstly, we take in the information presented and focus
on what needs our attention. Secondly, we zoom in on the task and enter into a state of flow by
performing actual work on the task. Gardner concludes that we should avoid multitasking as it can
distract our attention over many tasks. It is obviously easier said than done, but we can set our brain
into a state of focus and improve productivity by following these tips below:

 Increase motivation to perform better by rewarding yourself with some incentives over a
given deadline. You could perhaps set a small and focused milestone, and treat yourself to a
little indulgence upon reaching the milestone.

 Divide your work into 90 minutes session so that you refresh yourself between the sessions
and work with renewed energy.

 Take sufficient rest or meditate to enhance your concentration and develop a strong vision
toward your goal.


